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JUnit and Eclipse 
_____________________________________________ 

JUnit 

JUnit is an open-source Java framework for writing and running unit tests. 

JUnit documentation can be found at http://junit.sourceforge.net/. You should read: 

• JUnit Cookbook: http://junit.sourceforge.net/doc/cookbook/cookbook.htm.  

• The section in the FAQ on writing tests is also good: 
http://junit.sourceforge.net/doc/faq/faq.htm#tests. 

To use JUnit, you need the JUnit jar file. This is included with Eclipse. If you are 
using a different Java development environment, you can download it from 
http://www.junit.org. 

Eclipse 

To use JUnit in an Eclipse project, you must add the JUnit jar file to the project. The 
easiest way to do this is to cheat and get Eclipse to do it for you: 

1. Start to create a Test class in your project. Put 

 import org.junit.*; 

at the top of the file. This will produce the error message “The import org.junit 
cannot be resolved.” This is because the JUnit jar file is not in the project. 

2. Right-click on the red X error icon, and select the item “Quick Fix” from the 
popup menu. Note: Quick Fix is a very useful feature. For many basic syntax 
errors, Eclipse can guess correctly what the problem is and fix it for you! 

3. The resulting dialog box contains Eclipse’s guesses for the cause of the error and 
how to fix it. One item says (depending on what version of Eclipse you are 
running) “Fix project setup…” or “Add JUnit 4 to the build path”. Double-click 
on this item and Eclipse will add the JUnit jar file to your project. 

The JUnit documentation explains how to write a main program that runs JUnit tests. 
Eclipse makes life a little easier. The Eclipse Run As... item lets you run the unit 
tests: 
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Click on JUnit Test. The tests will be run. Test results appear in a JUnit view (in the 
same frame as the Navigator and Package views). A green bar will appear if all tests 
succeeded:, and a red bar appears if there are any failures. A Failure Trace pane will 
show which test failed; double click on the line and the editor will open with that line 
selected. 
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